SUGGESTED READING

AINSWORTH, Eve. *Seven Days; Crush; Lost*

ALCOTT, Louisa. *Little Women; Good Wives*

ALEXANDER, Kwame. *Rebound*

ALMOND, David. *Skellig; Counting Stars; My Name Is Mina; A Song for Ella Grey; Half a Creature from the Sea; The Colour of the Sun; Bone Music*

ANDERSON, Laurie Halse. *Chains; Forge; Ashes*

BALEN, Katya. *October, October*

BARNARD, Sara. *Destination Anywhere*

BLACKMAN, Malorie. *Noughts and Crosses; Knife Edge; Checkmate; Double Cross; Crossfire*

BOSCH, Pseudonymous. *Secret Series*

BOWLER, Tim. *River Boy; Sea of Whispers*

BOYNE, John. *The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas; The Boy at the Top of the Mountain; The Terrible Thing that Happened to Barnaby Brocket*

BRADFORD, Chris. *Young Samurai Series; Bodyguard Series*

BRESLIN, Theresa. *Spy for the Queen of Scots; Ghost Soldier; The Rasputin Dagger*

BROOKS, Kevin. *Dogchild*

BURNETT, Frances Hodgson. *A Little Princess; The Secret Garden*

CHEUNG, Sue. *Chinglish*

CHRISTIE, Agatha. *Murder on the Orient Express; And Then There Were None; 4.50 from Paddington*

CLARE, Cassandra. *Mortal Instruments Series; The Dark Artifices Series*

COELHO, Joseph. *The Girl who Became a Tree*

COLE, Steve. *Young Bond Series*

COLFER, Eoin. *Artemis Fowl Series; The Fowl Twins*

CROSSAN, Sarah. *The Weight of Water; Apple and Rain*

DAHL, Roald. *The BFG; James and the Giant Peach; Matilda*

DASHNER, James. *The Mortality Doctrine, Maze Runner Series*

DELANEY, Joseph. *Spooks Series; Arena 13 Series*

DICKINSON, Matt. *The Everest Files; North Face; Killer Storm*

DOWSWELL, Paul. *Powder Monkey; Ausländer; The Cabinet of Curiosities; Sektion 20; Eleven Eleven; Red Shadow; Bomber*

EARLE, Phil. *The Bubble Wrap Boy; When the Sky Falls*

FOSTER, Stewart. *The Bubble Boy; All the Things that Could Go Wrong*

FRAILLOW, Zana. *The Bone Sparrow*

FUNKE, Cornelia. *Reckless Series; Inkheart Trilogy*

GARDNER, Sally. *Maggot Moon; Tinder; The Door that Led to Where*

GLEITZMAN, Morris. *Once; Then; Now; After; Soon; Maybe*

GLYNN, Connie. *The Rosewood Chronicles*

GRANT, Michael. *Gone Series; Front Lines Series*

GREEN, John. *Let It Snow*

GRISHAM, John. *Theodore Boone Series*

HARDINGE, Frances. *Deeplight*

HESSE, Monica. *The Girl in the Blue Coat*

HIGSON, Charlie. *Young Bond Series; The Enemy Series*

HOROWITZ, Anthony. *Alex Rider Series; Power of Five Series*

KERR, Judith. *When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit*

LANDY, Derek. *Skulduggery Pleasant Series*